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Context  
 
Blackpool Gateway Academy is a 2 form entry primary school situated in the Bloomfield Ward of Blackpool with 
high levels of deprivation. The PAN is 420 however in October 2021 ( at the time of writing this section) NOR 
was 341. Gateway Academy also belongs to the Fylde Coast Academy Trust. During the first OFSTED  
inspection of Gateway in 2018, Gateway  received a requires improvement judgement.  Our  three year old 
nursery opened in 2019. Present PP = 68%, SEN 32% and EAL 17% at at October census 2021.  
In May 2022 we were visited by OFSTED again. OFSTED were very interested in our RFP journey and did ask 
SLT and subject leaders about RFP. Blackpool Gateway Academy is now judged as a ‘Good’ School.  
 
 
Reading  
 
Reading is our main curriculum priority this year.  
 
We have just relocated and reorganised our school library to encourage children to read more widely and Read 
for pleasure .We have invested in libresoft software and Gateway is part of the e-platform where children can 
borrow books online and also listen to audio books. 
 
This year we have several planned events to link with authors through the National Literacy Trust and Scholastic 
for children to engage and have the experience of passionate people explaining the importance of reading. Such 
as guest authors including Julia Donaldson, Maz Evans, Jane Riordan - these are done virtually. Covid 
permitting we have also booked in experiences with for cross curricular reading opportunities e.g. Black History 
Month - Guest Author - ‘Rogan the Reading Man’ We encourage subject leads to use key texts in their subject 
and to plan in reading opportunities at all times 
 
In addition we have implemented ring fenced reading time at the end of the day where children are read to and 
the text is followed.  
We have a shared library time table to enable chn to visit and explore the library to encourage further reading for 
pleasure 
 
We begin every staff meeting with a reading slide where teachers have added extracts, quotes, poems and 
rhymes of their choice and have time to reflect on these and share views. 
 

EXPLORE 
 
Intention: define the problem and establish a baseline 
There are a plethora of challenges at Gateway surrounding reading which are multifaceted.  Our children 
typically do not have ‘the best start’ in life. Being read to and reading at home is typically not valued or modelled. 



Children begin school life at Gateway with lower learning levels than that of their peers and therefore have a 
longer journey to catch up with their reading skills and understanding of the wider value of being able to read.  
 
We have baselined children in different ways to ensure all avenues are addressed when looking at  Reading as a 
whole picture. Initially we used a quantitative approach by  using blended GL assessment tests to acquire  
knowledge of children's academic ability. We have also conducted RWInc  assessments and NGRT 
assessments to achieve a complete picture of children's learning and ability in Reading. In addition we have also 
ensured we take qualitative data through pupil surveys, learning walks, observations and pupil voice sessions to 
look at reading.  
 
Furthermore we measured the baseline for staff knowledge through a google form. Please see below some of 
our key findings from the initial survey. During our Reading for Pleasure Journey, we conducted two surveys: 
 
The initial Baseline Survey was conducted in October 2021 and the follow up ‘Impact Survey’ was 
conducted in May 2022. 
 
Staff knowledge and Practice 

 
Strengths as a result of the Survey :  
 
From conducting the initial survey, we found that teachers feel their knowledge of children’s literature and other 
texts is the strongest at (48%) however we feel this should be stronger and would like to work on this as one of 
our aims. We feel every member of staff at Gateway should have sound knowledge of children’s literature to be 
able to conduct formal book talk. Staff knowledge of children’s literature is less strong (48%) and this has an 
impact on teachers’ ability to: build reading communities in classrooms and in school; to encourage RfP 
pedagogies; to know the children’s reading habits/choices. 
 
The survey showed that almost a quarter of staff (24%) view themselves as ‘Reading teachers’ which is positive 
as this will model to children the importance of reading.  
 
Reading communities came out as the least strong. This is something we feel we can develop in our second 
year of RFP however in order to do this effectively we feel that Teacher’s knowledge of literature and other texts 
along with teacher’s knowledge of reading practices will need to improve to implement  
 
 
Areas of Challenge as a result of the Survey: 
 
 
 



 
 
Interestingly there was a fairly even division of key priorities for areas to develop to support Children’s Reading 
for pleasure. Staff knowledge of children’s literature is less strong (29%) and this has an impact on teachers’ 
ability to: build reading communities in classrooms and in school; to encourage RfP pedagogies; to know the 
children’s reading habits/choices. 
 
The areas which our staff felt needed the most development were Teacher’s knowledge of children’s literature 
and other texts at (29%). This knowledge is key in daily teaching practice to facilitate and adopt a reading for 
pleasure culture. As an SLT we have decided to prioritise this to ensure a strong foundation of subject 
knowledge to enhance pedagogy and to secure understanding for when we prepare to develop reading 
communities in our local area. 
 
The second most significant finding was that staff viewed reading for pleasure pedagogy to be less strong. We 
found through our staff meeting and when speaking to staff their ‘go to’ was the teaching of reading rather than a 
RFP approach. This is something we will start to develop as we embark on the RFP journey to enhance all areas 
of the curriculum and to give our children a love of reading so it becomes intrinsically reinforcing. Through the 
CPD ran by the OU, we found that ‘book talk’ was also a significant area for development and finding ways 
Reading for pleasure includes book talk with staff/staff, staff/children, children/children, parents/children.  

Prepare 
Intention: creating a clear, manageable plan for achieving your RfP aims 

 
RFP research shows that if children RFP it will actively change children attitudes and purpose for reading 
and ultimately improve reading attainment and progress levels across school.  
 
 

Our focused and achievable objectives for 2021-22 are:  
 

● Broaden staff knowledge of children’s literature and other texts so that staff can use growing expertise to 
promote a love of reading across school.  

● Expand staff knowledge of children’s reading preferences, behaviours and attitudes to strengthen reader 
relationships at all levels across school.   

● Provision for independent reading is consistent throughout the school. Learner led with a variety of 
diverse texts to engage the reader. 

 

This will enable us to embed a love of reading throughout school where children can recognise the importance of 
reading for pleasure and be able  to recite this and become ambassadors for reading for younger/transient 
pupils. It will also enable children and staff together to engage in high quality book talk as daily practise so we 
can  develop a reading community in school and a pupil voice that is of passion and  quality around reading  



 
At Gateway we aim for our pupils to achieve a  love and passion for reading,  the ability to read fluently, children 
find solace and escape in reading and have the knowledge and skills to be able to do this.  

 
Focus Children  
Staff have identified a focus group of children who are reluctant readers, summer born children and 
disadvantaged. Children will be monitored subtly but regularly as a measure of impact of RfP - the change team 
regularly monitors these children. TAs have also had CPD opportunities to focus children and have shared good 
practice of their observations to ensure a consistent approach for the academy. 
 
The plan and aims for the focus group will consist of advice on the pedagogical approaches needed to promote 

reading for pleasure. 
 
Change Team 
Our Change Team consists of 8 members of staff. We chose our change team based around staff’s already 
existing passion for reading and selected members of staff who are excited to promote reading for pleasure and 
who understand its importance. Our change team consist of 3 SLT members including the Headteacher, Deputy 
Headteacher and Assistant Headteacher, Our curriculum reading lead and phonics lead are also part of the 
change team, as well as 3 Teaching Assistants who cover all phases. This has been an effective way to ensure 
no stone is left unturned so  that reading for pleasure becomes embedded and adopted in each classroom.  
 
Our change team will also drive RFP within the phases they work in and  to ensure that the aims are met in small 
‘chunks’ across the phases. The change team will be instrumental in ensuring class libraries are full of books to 
entice and excite children. The change team will also be monitoring focus children jotters within their phase and 
then discussing and comparing their findingat at change team meetings.  
 
The change team have been key in strengthening leadership capacity and driving improvement for this aspect of 
the reading curriculum. The Change Team have also been charged with delivering messages for SLT and 
ensuring they are implemented positively in the classroom.  
 
Action Plan 
 
With the objectives taken from the survey, we adapted these into 2 clear aims of: 

●  Improving staff Knowledge 
●  Developing staff’s understanding  of Reading for Pleasure Pedagogical approaches.  

 
This developed into a robust action plan which was attributed to the leaders and the change team. At Change 
team meetings success criteria was identified with efficient timescales to ensure change.  
 
Aim 1:  Staff Knowledge  
 

● To broaden staff knowledge of children’s literature and other texts so that staff can use growing expertise 
to promote a love of reading across school honing in on what children love to read and what they would 
be motivated to read.  
 

● Expand staff knowledge of children’s reading preferences, behaviours and attitudes to strengthen reader 
relationships at all levels across school 

 
Aim 2:  Pedagogical Approaches  
 

● Provision for independent reading is consistent throughout the school.  Learners led with a variety of 
diverse texts to engage the reader.  
 

● Reading for pleasure includes book talk with staff/staff, staff/children, children/children, parents/children  
 



Deliver 
 
A detailed action plan was created by collaboration with  the Reading lead and SLT and shared with the change 
team, and its effectiveness was regularly reviewed. The table below is a summary of the actions we took and the 
strategies we used to meet our aims. The strategies found to be most effective are highlighted in the tables and 
then reflected upon below.  
 
One strategy that we used to raise the profile of reading for pleasure, as to update and create new reading areas 
in all classrooms.  

Aim 1 -Staff knowledge  

Intent  Strategies implemented  

 
To broaden staff 
knowledge of 
children’s 
literature and 
other texts so that 
staff can use 
growing expertise 
to promote a love 
of reading across 
school honing in 
on what children 
love to read and 
what they would 
be motivated to 
read.  
 
 

 

The Change Team  researched and purchased new books from new authors to stock book corners 
and class libraries.  
 
CPD and training has been shared with staff to sign up to monthly newsletter and  use OU RfP 
website for further guidance and support. 
 
We have developed a reading spine across school to address needs e.g. diversity and graphic 
novels. Books have been ordered and this will be implemented in September 2022.  
 
Each  staff meeting now starts with a reading focus at the beginning  for staff to read and discuss 
excerpts collated by all staff 
so they can share the texts 
that they enjoy reading and 
to also enhance and broaden 
staff knowledge of children's 
literature . To enable staff to 
discuss quality texts  
recommend books to one 
another 
 
We have updated the school 
Library and have been 
successful in the Foyle’s 
application grant for 
additional funding for 
school.Old/tatty books have 
been removed. 
 
We have introduced librarians and reading ambassadors- they promote RFP across school, ensure 
the library is tidy and have received training on how to scan in library books using the new libresoft 
software.  
 
In addition, the change team  identifies any of  the current library needs and addresses/plugs any 
gaps with new books.  
 
From 2022 it is the intention that as and when new books arrive there is a ‘wow’ ‘moment about new 
titles via ppt slide in assemblies/ 
 
Staff have identified a focus group of children who are reluctant readers, summer born children and 
disadvantaged. Children will be monitored subtly but regularly as a measure of impact of RfP - the 
change team regularly monitors these children. TAs have also had CPD opportunities to focus 
children and have shared good practice of their observations to ensure a consistent approach for the 
academy.  
 
We have planned and executed several RFP incentives such as  the Book Fair, Sponsored Reading 
event scheduled for May 2022. In addition we send home weekly reading homework and Half termly  



incentives to encourage reading at home...e.g.. bedtime reading, reading hampers, hug dojo points 
to ‘spend’ in the dojo shop.  
 
Word aware/colourful semantics, vocabulary walls targeting in writing. 

 

 
The Library and Libresoft  
 
We have also  updated our library and have bought into libresoft to enable 
children to scan books in and out. We have assigned librarians to be in charge 
of ensuring functionality of the library. In addition we have purchased and 
implemented the platform across school and have  
  
Our staff have been part of RFP training and have been able to share our main 
whole school aims around reading and RFP. The training twilights were 
conducted via zoom and  consisted of keynote speakers from Teresa and the 
OU Reading for Pleasure team as well as workshops run by myself focusing on 
our identified main aims.  
 

The impact of the training 
day was evident the very 
next day when 
conversations were 
overheard in the corridors 
where staff were talking about the workshops and the 
importance of reading for pleasure.Staff were asked to 
bring in their favourite books. We created book blankets 
which really encouraged the purpose of RFP and opened 
up new conversations for staff to have- creating a further 
buzz about reading.  It was a great way to kick start the 
project.  
 
As a result of the training, staff were allocated time and 
were  tasked with reinventing their reading areas/zones 
around school. to encourage further reading for pleasure. 
 
 

Aim 2 - Staff knowledge  

Intent  Strategies implemented  

Expand staff 
knowledge of 
children’s reading 
preferences, 
behaviours and 
attitudes to 
strengthen reader 
relationships at all 
levels across school 
 

 

The Change Team have  researched and purchased new books from new authors 
to stock book corners and class libraries.  
 
CPD and training has been shared with staff to sign up to monthly newsletter and  
use OU RfP website for further guidance and support. 
 
We have developed a reading spine across school to address needs e.g. diversity 
and graphic novels. Books have been ordered and this will be implemented in 
September 2022.  
 
Each  staff meeting now starts with a reading focus at the beginning  for staff to read 
and discuss excerpts collated by all staff so they can share the texts that they enjoy 
reading and to also enhance and broaden staff knowledge of children's literature . 
To enable staff to discuss quality texts  recommend books to one another 



 
We have updated the school Library and have been successful in the Foyle’s 
application grant for additional funding for school.Old/tatty books have been 
removed. 
 
We have introduced librarians and reading ambassadors- they promote RFP across 
school, ensure the library is tidy and have received training on how to scan in library 
books using the new libresoft software. 
 
In addition, the change team identify any of  the current library needs and 
addresses/plugs any gaps with new books.  
 
Staff and children’s survey was collated as a baseline- the datas was analysed and 
this inofrmd our RFP action plan.  
 
From 2022 it is the intention that as and when new books arrive there is a ‘wow’ 
‘moment about new titles via ppt slide in assemblies/ 
 
Staff have identified a focus group of children who are reluctant readers, summer 
born children and disadvantaged. Children will be monitored subtly but regularly as 
a measure of impact of RfP - the change team regularly monitors these children. 
TAs have also had CPD opportunities to focus children and have shared good 
practice of their observations to ensure a consistent approach for the academy.  
 
We have planned and executed several RFP incentives such as  the Book Fair, 
Sponsored Reading event scheduled for May 2022. In addition we send home 
weekly reading homework and Half termly  incentives to encourage reading at 
home...e.g.. bedtime reading, reading hampers, hug dojo points to ‘spend’ in the 
dojo shop.  
 
Word aware/colourful semantics, vocabulary walls targeting in writing. 

 

 
 
In order to further expand staff knowledge of children’s reading preferences, behaviours and attitudes to strengthen reader 
relationships at all levels across school 
We have held a variety of reading events in school to promote reading for Pleasure and encourage reading at 
home, this has ranged from book swaps to reading competitions, to book fairs to sponsored reading events.  
 
 

Book Swaps:  
 



Children were asked to bring in a book from home they had read and no longer wanted. Children who brought a 
book in received a golden ticket and were able to swap their golden ticket for a brand new book. The impact of 
this was multifaceted. Children were so excited to swap and share books and stories, we observed a huge 
increase not only in quality peer book talk but also in teacher led book talk. Staff were able to recommend books 
and share their own stories and experiences of when they had read the same books.  
 
We also saw  increased parental engagement in the days leading up to and superseding the event.  Parents 
were actively observed to be engaging in book talk with their children on the playground during the days leading 
upto the book swap and the days after. Children shared stories in the reading corners and read to each other 
revelling in their new books and recommending them to their peers.  
 
 
Reading Competitions: 
 
In order to promote home school reading  
engagement, a variety of incentives and 
competitions have been scheduled 
throughout the year.  
 
Children have either worked for individual 
merit of individual prizes such as 
experiences i.e. reading to the therapy dog 
or golden time with the Headteacher for 
their home reading efforts. - see image on 
the left. The idea is children keep these 
personalised charts during their School life at Gateway. They earn a stamp 
for every 10 reads. This is a particular challenge in the context of our school. 
Typically we do not have high parental engagement or co-operation. Our parents tend to struggle with their own 
reading ability.  

 
 
Other competitions have been held where 
children work in teams. Over the course of 
two weeks we monitored home reading and 
RFP from home. We promoted this through 
videos home on our website and class dojo. 
The prize was a class set of ‘Vi Spy’ by Maz 
Evans. Children worked as classes to gain 
the most home reads in competition with 
other classes.  The winners were able to 
take home a free book to read over half 
term. 

 
 



We have also had sponsored reading competitions throughout the year by partnering up with different 
companies such as Obsbourne and Ready 
Steady Read.  
 
Focus Children 
In addition to the above, the focus of children's 
red jotters have significantly enhanced  staff 
understanding of changes in attitudes to 
reading. An example is set out here. Where we 
chose a weather analogy of a child being 
surrounded in clouds with a cloudy attitude to 
reading and through careful observations this 
focus child is slowly emerging into the sunshine 
for a much brighter and sunnier outlook on RFP 
and positive changes to their attitude to reading 
in all areas.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aim 3 - Pedagogical Approaches  

Intent  Strategies implemented  

Provision for 
independent reading is 
consistent throughout 
the school.  
Learner led with a 
variety of diverse texts 
to engage the reader 
 
 
 

Reading Leaders  look at the whole school surveys and then pass on each clases 
findings on individual responses from children in their class to see what the positive 
issues and barriers are for reading for pleasure. 
 
Teachers identify systems in classes to ensure all children are heard reading each week, 
in PP order  
 
Teachers to monitor  focus children in their class and ensure they are reading texts that 
are appropriate for their interests and challenge levels  
 
Teachers share ideas with one another about changes to their reading provision and the 
impact it is having on the class. 
 
Teachers observe children reading habits proactively and encourage children to 
recognise that they are reading and record in a variety of ways such as reading records, 
reading reward schemes, stamps - reiterating reading in all areas of the curriculum and 
wider life of school e.g. subtitles.  
 
Word aware/colourful semantics, vocabulary walls targeting in writing. 
 
Vocab walls( ie tier 3 ) vocab highlighted in writing over all foundation subjects  

 
As a result of a clearer focus on independent reading to become consistent throughout the school and learner led with a 

variety of diverse texts to engage the reader. We are now developing the reading curriculum in KS2  and adapting the 
reading curriculum to incorporate this theology.  
 
How we now teach reading at Gateway  

Reading is taught from EYFS through to Year 6.  

● EYFS/KS1 - Reading is taught through the RWI Phonics scheme, which the children start in Nursery. This 

is taught for an hour daily, with assessments completed every six weeks. This allows us to group the 

children in accordance with their ability and ensure they are making good progress. 1:1 interventions for 



the lowest 20% as a result of assessments is consistently in place. In the Spring and Summer term in Year 

2, pupils transition from the RWI Phonics scheme to the RWI Spelling and Comprehension schemes. Due 

to Covid-19, these year groups are running double lessons for reading currently. 

● KS2 - Pupils have 2 hours of taught reading comprehension lessons, where children are taught explicit 

skills relating to the VIPERS acronym. In conjunction with this, incorporated into each lesson is the 

opportunity for pupils to read aloud to the class (giving all pupils the opportunity to do so over the course 

of the week). At this point pupils are given feedback on their reading fluency. This is incorporated to promote 

oracy, give teachers the opportunity to listen to the children read and to give children an extra chance to 

read.  

● We are currently transitioning pupils in UKS2 onto a reciprocal reading approach, which targets small 

groups of children promoting independence in reading and the following skills: summarising, predicting, 

clarifying and questioning. 

 

Lesson structure 

RWI - Currently children in the EYFs receive a full phonics session for their stage. Children who have started to 

read the RWInc ditties and beyond have a phonic session where they learn a new sound a day, a reading activity 

where they practise reading a short story and develop comprehension skills and finally a writing activity that is 

linked to the story. In KS1 the children are assessed and grouped according to their phonic ability. They receive 

a daily 20 minute phonics session and then a reading session for 45 minutes in the afternoon. Children focus on 

decoding, fluency  and comprehension skills.  

 

RWI Comprehension -  The Comprehension programme provides a transition from Read Write Inc. Phonics to 

Vipers 

It comprises 14 weekly Modules. Each Module has specially written texts (one fiction and one non-fiction) that 

develop children’s ability to summarise, infer and retrieve information quickly, as well improving their writing 

through cumulative vocabulary, grammar and spelling activities. 

VIPERS - In VIPERS, the children have a text per week to focus on. Through the week, the children are grouped 

and read it aloud to the rest of the class whilst the other children follow the text (starting with higher ability 

readers at the start of the week). Verbal feedback is then given regarding fluency - pace, punctuation, expression 

and accuracy. The children are then taught the explicit skills of vocabulary ( - exploring Tier 2 vocabulary), 

inference, prediction, explaining, retrieval and summarising.  Teachers use AFL to meet Pupils are then given 

activities to demonstrate their learning and understanding. 

 

Reciprocal Reading - Pupils are grouped into 5s and they all have roles (that rotate weekly) - Boss, 

Summariser, Predictor, Clarifier and Questioner. They take it in turns to read the text, frequently stopping to 

discuss the vocabulary and carry out the roles they have been given. The pupils have space to record questions, 

new vocabulary and then summarise when they have finished the reading. There is also a follow up task relating 

to the FOCUS objective. 

 

 

Phonics begins in nursery at the end of autumn 2 and the children continue through to year 2 with the 

expectation that they will finish the programme at Christmas in year 2.  

 
 

Aim 4 -Pedagogical Approaches  

Intent  Strategies implemented  



Reading for pleasure 
includes book talk with 
staff/staff, 
staff/children, 
children/children, 
parents/children 

Reading Leaders  look at the whole school surveys and then pass on each clases findings 
on individual responses from children in their class to see what the positive issues and 
barriers are for reading for pleasure. 
 
Teachers identify systems in classes to ensure all children are heard reading each week, 
in PP order  
 
Teachers to monitor  focus children in their class and ensure they are reading texts that 
are appropriate for their interests and challenge levels  
 
Teachers share ideas with one another about changes to their reading provision and the 
impact it is having on the class. 
 
Teachers observe children reading habits proactively and encourage children to recognise 
that they are reading and record in a variety of ways such as reading records, reading 
reward schemes, stamps - reiterating reading in all areas of the curriculum and wider life of 
school e.g. subtitles.  
 
Word aware/colourful semantics, vocabulary walls targeting in writing. 
 
Vocab walls( ie tier 3 ) vocab highlighted in writing over all foundation subjects  

 
 
As a result of a comprehensive SIP, Subject leads now have ownership of channelling Reading and RFP through 
their subject to continue to create a buzz about reading across the curriculum. Subject leads have ordered and 
contributed to the reading spine - See Email from E Kadriu as an example of the PSHE books to support nurture 
and behaviour in one of our break out spaces.  
 

 
 



Review  
During our Reading for Pleasure Journey, we conducted two surveys: 
 
The initial Baseline Survey was conducted in October 2021 and the follow up ‘Impact Survey’ was conducted in 
May 2022. 

 
Monitoring:  
Focus children were monitored and supported through a multifaceted approach.  
Each focus child has a personal ‘red jotter’ in which we recorded qualitative data about their changing attitudes 
to reading, this ranged from their confidence levels increasing to reading aloud in class or in front of their peers. 
We also observed how attitudes are beginning to change for reading such as our children who were reluctant 
readers becoming more intrinsically motivated to read.  
 
Pedagogy 
By embarking on the RFP journey and by ensuring the RFP is a focus we implemented class floor books where 
staff could scrap book RFP in their classrooms. Here are some examples:  

 
 
Comments observed for 1 child in September were: ‘Do I have to read?’ ‘I don't want to.’  to now actually 

volunteer to read out loud in assembly. This  child’s 
confidence has also soared in other areas of the 
curriculum as now his self belief in his ability to read 
has grown so he has established the resilience to 
read in front of others and to read for pleasure and 
not just purpose. 
 
Another focus child who is pupil premium, stable and 
has significant SEND needs was observed to rarely 
ever frequent the book corner, even just to browse. 
This feedback was given to the change team.   
 
The change team implemented more graphic novels, 
magazines and comics into their class library. This 
resulted in the child finding books which were more 
early reader friendly and encouraged them to browse 
and choose books. This child will now ask the class 
TA and or teacher to read them a book aloud and 
this focus child now loves listening to stories and will 

also retell stories from pictures on the page, even if he  is not yet able to read the information.  
 
 



This was also reflected in our RFP review of your practice survey. In October staff assessed themselves as only 
seeking our books for children regularly 33% of the time. 

 
 
When we completed our follow up Review survey- the impact was significant.  

 
Staff are now actively seeking specific books for children regularly 60% of the time. It was also noticeable that 
the ‘Never’ option did not appear in The May Survey. Meaning staff are much more active in how they are 
seeking out books to engage children in reading. This impact in 7 months is very positive.  
 
Furthermore, the time allocated to story time or stories being read aloud in class was also significant. The 
October survey showed that sustained story time was mainly done by teaching assistants and parents were 
shown to never read to children at home. Children were also shown to mainly rearley or never read for pleasure. 
 



 
In the October Survey, to only ‘sometimes’ read for pleasure as the most popular observation form staff. Children 
were even observed to be ‘rarely’ and sometimes ‘never’ RFP.  In the May survey,  children were shown to 
regularly read for pleasure either often or sometimes. The option of rarely or never did not apply - please see 
below. This for our catchment area is significant. Children at gateway are now reading for pleasure mostly often.  
 
‘Other Staff’ observed to read were only ‘sometimes’ observed to read for pleasure. In the follow up May survey- 
this was more evenly spread showing a significant increase in staff regularly reading for pleasure (October <5, 
May >5) 
 
  
 
October  Survey - Initial Baseline  

 
 



 
 
May Survey - Follow up 

 
The difference we have made you our children is significant - children are now being observed to be spotted 
reading in their ‘down time’ at break times and even being used as a self regulation tool for children who have 
some challenging and tricky behaviour. As a result, behaviour is more calm around school. This  is also due to 
timetabling reading during the morning first thing. We have found that reading really calms our children and they 
begin and end their day with a story or talking about stories, this was also reflected in our latest follow up survey. 
 
October 2021   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
May 2022  

 
 
 
This is significantly improved compared to at the beginning of our RFP journey where the majority of staff 
reviewed their practise as mainly only allocating 10/20 minutes a day to reading.  
 
The survey also reflects that staff are now more actively engaging in Quality book talk compared with the 
October survey. This has also been a focus at our RFP meetings.  
 
 
October 2021  

 
 
 
May 2022  
 



 
 
Through walk- throughs, lesson observations and speaking to children we have found that children will actively 
engage in stories. Through playtime observations, children are also being seen to act out and role play the 
stories they are reading. This was particularly evident in Y1 where the children wanted to role play and actually 
make marmalade sandwiches from Paddignton.  
 
 
 



Sustain 
Intention: review and plan for embedding implementation and impact in future years 
 
At Gateway we have embedded and driven the Reading for Pleasure Principals across the whole school and 
ensure protected time daily whereby RFP is focus in all class rooms. We have restocked the class libraries as 
well as our own whole school library with a wider variety and genres of texts including graphic novels and factual 
texts. We have also ensured that teachers model reading for pleasure and share good quality book talk. Through 
the CPD of the OU we have also  upskilled staff in their knowledge of children's authors and the content of their 
books to better enable staff to engage with and recommend books to children. We have also embedded different 
book/author and RFP themed days throughout our school calendar to keep drip feeding that love of reading and 
reading for pleasure. This has developed our knowledge of teachers reading practices and has also developed 
the ideology of reading teachers.  
 

 
This was also reflected in the most recent staff survey. 

 
 
As a result of this information , we 
will continue to timetable RFP time 
throughout the time table and 
continue to organise book themed 
days. We will also ensure that the 
reading content of reading for 
pleasure has more balance of child 
led texts and curriculum led texts to 
keep daily reading lessons 
engaging and to ensure the  
development of that love of reading.  
 
 
Managing school improvement  
 
The Gateway school improvement journey has been significant over the last 18 months. Key points to takeaway 
front he RFP journey for school improvement have been:  
 

● To have an involved SLT who drive RFP alongside the change team  
● To ensure whole school from nursery to Y6 are involved 
● To monitor the RFP slots timetabled 
● To speak to children and take pupil voice on their RFP journey  
● To engage with home and inform parents of the RFP journey.  

 



 
Our Next Steps for developing RfP as a whole school ethos 
From our survey, we have found that through staff voice we feel that developing a reading community in our local 
area is our next step. In terms of our context this would greatly benefit our local community and the needs of our 
families to help a better understanding of reading and the importance of RFP at home.  

 
 
 

This will inform next years action plan and will better enable us to develop reading for pleasure within the 
community and therefore we will be able to support children’s love or reading at home 
 

Key questions we will consider next year to continue with our RFP journey:  
 

How will we sustain the improvements that we  have made to staff knowledge this year? 
  
We will continue with the implementation of the change team, replacing any transient staff to ensure a robust team 
across all phases.  
 
Change team meetings will continue to be scheduled throughout next year addressing any key issues and promoting 
RFP each year.  
 
Reading will continue to remain on the SIP 
 
Reading will continue to remain the focus for all subject leads to ensure cross curricular reading for pleasure  is 
encouraged.  
 
How will we sustain the improvements that we  have made to children’s attitudes and reading habits?  
 
New stock of library books to restock class libraries and the wider whole class library. 
 
Class library books will be rotated regularly to expose children and staff to new texts to keep interest high and book 
talk fresh and engaging.  
 
Empowering our children to be ambassadors for reading and to raise ethe profile of reading ambassadors across the 
school. 
 
Regular competitions will continue to be scheduled including the ‘Gadgeteers Summer Reading Challenge.’ We will alo 
continue to work with the NLT and schedule regular author events throughout the year as this has given children new 
interests and a love of a variety of books.  



 
What will you do to make sure that the focus of children remains a high priority? 

 
Focus children ill be discussed as part of transitions  
 
Red jotters for focus children will move up with children to new teachers. 
 
Evidence will continue to be gathered and surveys sent out to measure impact and changes to attitudes for 
reading.  
 
The change team will continue to drive this.  
 
In conclusion, Blackpool Gateway Academy has seen significant impact from the implementation of Reading for 
Pleasure as described throughout this case study. We will continue Reading for Pleasure as part of the 
2022.2023 development plan to develop communities and to continue to understand what our children want to 
read to inspire our children further.  
 
 

 


